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We show that when the field strength H of the NS-NS B field does not vanish,
the coordinates X and momenta P of an open string endpoints satisfy a set of
mixed commutation relations among themselves. Identifying X and P with the
coordinates and derivatives of the D-brane world volume, we find a new type
of noncommutative spaces which is very different from those associated with a
constant B field background.
1 Introduction
In the past few years there has been a growth in the interest in noncommutative geome-
try, which appears in string theory in several dierent ways. To our knowledge the rst
paper on this topic is [1]. For the earlier focus on the use of noncommutative geometry
in matrix theory compactications, see, for instance, [2]. In this paper we follow [3, 4]
and nd a new type of noncommutative spaces that appear naturally in string theory
as a description of the D-brane worldvolume.
In [5, 6], it was proposed that the matrix theory compactied on a torus with
constant 3-form C eld background should be described by a eld theory living on a
noncommutative space whose coordinates satisfy a noncommutative algebra of the form
[xi, xj] = iθij , (1)
where θij = RC−ij and R is the light cone radius of X−. As an evidence, the BPS
spectrum on the quantum torus was given in [7, 8], and this conjecture was later
derived [9] from the discrete light cone quantization of the membrane action. Via
string dualities, it follows that in the background of a constant NS-NS B eld, the low
energy eld theory of a flat D-brane in flat spacetime lives on a noncommutative space
described by (1) where
θij = −2piα0(G−1BM−1)ij , (2)
Mij = Gij − BikGklBlj , (3)
where Gij is the spacetime metric viewed by closed strings. Here we assumed that
the U(1) eld strength F = dA vanishes. In general, since F = B − F is the gauge
invariant quantity, it is natural to replace B by F in (2). 1 The simplest way to
derive this result is to quantize an open string ending on the D-brane [3, 4, 10]. This
serves as a direct evidence for the noncommutativity of D-brane worldvolume in the
B eld background. Later it was shown [12, 13] that for the sake of deriving endpoint
commutation relations, it is sucient to approximate the open string by a straight line
stretched between its endpoints. This is equivalent to say that we quantize the open
string in the low energy limit (α0 ! 0).
In this paper we take the same approach for the more general case of a curved
D-brane in a curved spacetime with a nonconstant B eld. Other approaches for cal-
culating the D-brane worldvolume noncommutativity can be found in e.g. [14, 15, 16],
but as far as we know no previous work has solved this problem with equal generality.




The bosonic part of the action for an open string ending on a D-brane in the background











ν + αβFij∂αX i∂βXj
]
, (4)
where ηαβ = diag(1,−1), and 01 = −10 = 1. We use X i and Xa to denote longitudinal
and transverse directions for the D-brane, respectively, and use Xµ for all spacetime
directions. For simplicity we assume that Faµ = 0, Gia = 0, and that Fij is invertible.






ν + FµiX ′i
]
, (5)
and the boundary conditions are
GijX
′j + Fij _Xj = 0, _Xa = 0. (6)
In the low energy limit α0 ! 0, the open string is stretched between its two end-
points, that is, the bulk of the string is determined by its boundary. We propose that
this is done by imposing the boundary condition (6) for all points on the string. It









where F ij is the inverse matrix of Fij . Since Pa vanishes, Xa will be just constant for
the whole string, and so we will ignore them from now on. Let
M = G− FG−1F , (8)
then a shorthand of (7) is
P = F^X 0, (9)
F^ = − 1
2piα′MF−1G. (10)






















where H^ijk = ∂iF^jk + ∂jF^ki + ∂kF^ij. Note that in the large B limit H^ is just (1/2piα0)
times H = dB induced on the D-brane.
2
3 Hˆ = 0 and Fuzzy Sphere
While H^ maybe nontrivial in spacetime, as long as its projection onto the D-brane van-
ishes, the second term in (12) vanishes, and the Poisson bracket (, ) for the endpoints
of the open string at σ = 0 is
(Xi, Xj) = 2piα
0iθ, (13)
where θ = F^−1 = −2piα0G−1FM−1. The relation for the other endpoint diers only by
a sign.
To quantize this system we need to replace the Poisson brackets (, ) by commu-
tators [, ], but it requires some operator ordering such that the Jacobi identity is
satised. We will only be concerned with the Poisson bracket in this paper.
An example is given by a spherical D2-brane in S3, where the metric of S3 is
ds2 = kα0
[
dψ2 + sin2ψ(dθ2 + sin2θ dφ2)
]
(14)
and the eld strength for the two-form NS-NS B-eld is
H  dB = 2kα0 sin2ψ sinθ dψ dθ dφ , (15)
where k is an integer related to the radius of S3 by R =
p
kα0. For this H , we can
choose B to be proportional to the volume form of the two-sphere parametrized by






sinθ dθ dφ . (16)
The one-form eld strength on the D2-brane should be [17, 18]
F = dA = piα0n sin θdθdφ. (17)





for arbitrary integer 0 < n < k. At those places,






The resulting Poisson bracket is that













In the large k limit, ψ << 1, it is (Xi, Xj) ’ Rnpi ijkXk. This is in agreement with
[16]. For discussions on noncommutative gauge theories on fuzzy sphere see, e.g.,
[20, 21, 22, 24].
The reason why this approximation works is that from the flat space results we see
that the length of the open string is related to its momentum. In the low energy limit,
the momentum is very small and so the open string is very short, and it sees only a
very small portion of the sphere, which looks almost flat. This also explains why the
result of commutation relation should be formally the same as the flat case. The rst
main result of this paper is that the same expressions for noncommutativity (1), (2)
continue to work as long as H^ijk vanishes. For the formulation of a noncommutative
gauge theory on a generic Poisson manifold see [23].
4 Hˆ 6= 0 and New Type of Noncommutative Spaces
What happens if H^ijk is not zero? An approximate result for small F and slow variations
of F and g was obtained in [25]. There the Jacobi identity for the algebra of X and
P was checked to hold within the validity of this approximation. In the following we
will give a very similar derivation, but arriving at a consistent algebra which is valid in
the low energy limit of open strings. Our task is to nd the Poisson brackets among
X and P at σ = 0 for the case H^ =constant, such that the Poisson brackets satisfy
Jacobi identity to all orders, and reduces to the previous result (1) when H^ = 0.
We will simplify the derivation by assuming that X is linearly depending on σ. This
statement is not well dened with respect to general coordinate transformations, so the
results we will obtain are exactly correct only up to the rst order in X 0 or P , like in
a low energy approximation.
By assumption X 0 is independent of σ and
X(σ) = x+ σX 0, (22)
where x is the coordinates of the endpoint of the string at σ = 0. In our convention
σ 2 [0, pi]. The momentum at σ = 0 is
P (x) = F^(x)X 0. (23)
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(F^ij + pi(∂kF^ij − 1
2
H^ijk)X




(F^ij + pi(∂kF^ij − 1
3
H^ijk)X
0k)dX 0idX 0j . (24)
It can be explicitly checked that the symplectic two-form is closed, so that its inverse,
the Poisson bracket, satises the Jacobi identity. By inverting Ω, we obtain the Poisson
brackets for (x, x), (x,X 0), and (X 0, X 0). To nd (x, P ) and (P, P ), we use (23).
It follows that the low energy D-brane eld theory lives on a noncommutative space.
Identifying x and P with the coordinates and derivatives on the D-brane, the commu-
tation relations among x and P dene the dierential calculus on its noncommutative
worldvolume. The novel property that comes in when H^ 6= 0 is that the commutator
[xi, xj ] is given by a function of x and P , that is, a pseudo-dierential operator on the
noncommutative space. Similarly, the commutator of [x, P ] and [P, P ] are also given
by functions of x and P , rather than just a function of x. This kind of noncommuta-
tive spaces were not considered in the context of string theory in the pest, but were
considered long time ago [26, 27]. In [28, 29, 30], a similar type of noncommutative
spaces (fuzzy S4), for which the commutator of coordinates is not given by a function
of the coordinates as in sec.3, were considered in matrix theory and M theory.
More care is needed to dene a eld theory on such noncommutative spaces. Since
the commutator of two space coordinates generates a derivative, how do we dinstinguish
a function of x only from a function of both x and ∂/∂x on the noncommutative space?
This problem can be solved by requiring that a function of x be written in terms
of totally symmetrized products of the x’s. However, it is not clear how to dene a
gauge theory, since the gauge transformation of a eld, which is a function of x, will
generically become a pseudo-dierential operator. On the other hand, despite this
diculty in dening a noncommutative gauge theory, we should not be surprised that
this kind of noncommutative spaces appear in string theory, since in string theory
operators which are identied with coordinates or momenta may be reinterpreted as
other physical quantities in a dual theory.
The approach used in this paper should work even for cases in which H^ is not con-
stant, although it will be more dicult to obtain generic expressions for the symplectic
form unless more details about H^ are specied.
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